Name :

Proper Adjectives
A proper adjective is an adjective formed from a proper noun.
Japanese

Example: This is a

company. (Japan)

Complete each sentence with the proper adjective of the noun given.
1)

marble. (Italy)

PREVIEW

2) Diana frosted the cake with
(Switzerland)

meringue buttercream.

3) Edgar Allan Poe was an

writer. (America)

4) La Tomatina is a popular

festival. (Spain)
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5) Crete is the largest
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7) Amanda is translating a famous
(Shakespeare)

8) Cleopatra was a famous

te

sonnet.

queen. (Egypt)

9) Hannah decorated her room with

lanterns. (China)

10) Rick has specialized in traditional

cuisine. (Mexico)
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Answer Key

Name :

Proper Adjectives
A proper adjective is an adjective formed from a proper noun.
Japanese

Example: This is a

company. (Japan)

Complete each sentence with the proper adjective of the noun given.
Italian

1)

marble. (Italy)

Swiss

PREVIEW

2) Diana frosted the cake with
(Switzerland)

3) Edgar Allan Poe was an

meringue buttercream.

American

writer. (America)

Spanish

festival. (Spain)
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4) La Tomatina is a popular

5) Crete is the largest
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Shakespearean
7) Amanda is translating a famous
(Shakespeare)

8) Cleopatra was a famous

Egyptian

9) Hannah decorated her room with

10) Rick has specialized in traditional
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sonnet.

queen. (Egypt)

Chinese

Mexican

lanterns. (China)

cuisine. (Mexico)

